
                                                    March 1999 Newsletter

Next Meeting: Wednesday April 7, 1999 at 7:00 PM
Location: CB Tool, 70 Karina Court, San Jose, CA

CB Tool is located near the exit from Hwy 101 at the Brokaw Road and 1st Street junction. From Brokaw Road go north on
1st Street to the first stop light. That is Karina Court. Turn left (West) and go to where Karina Court curves to the right.

CB Tool is located on the left side of that curve.

  President’s Challenge: April ‘99: a Spindle Turning; May ’99: a Vase

  Remember: Bring your chair and items for the Show and Tell portion of the meeting.  We all learn together.

The Prez Sez
Information is starting to come in for this summer’s Bay Area Turn Off.  We now know WHEN we will have
the Picnic. The WHERE is kinda / sorta still up in the air (see Picnic update for the latest news). It still will be
over in the Fresno area.  So now is time to start planning for a family outing the last week of August. in Fresno.
We, SVW will participate. From past events I can tell you it is a lot of fun, and fun for all. SVW will need a
team of six turners to enter the Turnoff . Maybe this year we can practice before we go? Last year we did
GOOD for our first time out, and if we had added the finish to our bowl we would have placed even better. So
this year, maybe we could plan ahead and create a team.

I / SWW need people to help pull this Event together. We have a few responsibilities that is our part of the
Event this year.  I / SVW will also need a person to lead a committee for the Picnic next year. I would like to
announce as much information as we can about Turn-Off 2K at this years event in Fresno …When Where etc.
This is your CLUB so please participate, volunteer to help out, and please do not leave this up to just a few.

At this months meeting I would like to start something new to be added to our Raffle. A turning will be donated
to this meetings raffle. Who ever wins that turning will then be responsible to bring a turning or something
turning related to the next meeting. This will give us all an opportunity to own a turning from our members.

Have you joined the AAW yet? The annual National AAW Symposium is coming up on us very (June) quickly.
Have you made plans to attend? It would be great too see our SVW logos all over the Tacoma convention
center. Also wouldn't it be great to see our Project auctioned off at the banquet?  Make those plans and join us
in June at Tacoma.

I have a couple of opportunities other than the Home & Garden Show if anyone is interested in selling their
turnings. Come and see me or give me a call and I will pass on the information.

Rich

Chips & Chatter SVW
Silicon Valley
Woodturners
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March 3, 1999 Meeting Notes

Welcome to our guest, Mr. Ted Weber, a lathe owner (and now new member). Thanks for coming and we hope you
enjoyed the meeting.

Part 1 - Show and Tell
Steve Gonzalez brought in a nice bowl of Bay Laurel (Myrtle) with a natural edge.It had 8
coats of finishing oil on it. He also showed us his craftsmanship in making folding knifes.
The knife has Black Palm sides and the wood is very hard. Very nicely done. Dick
Pickering showed us what one can do to turn a learning experience (he turned through the
side of an Olive vase) into a positive thing. He trimmed the pieces flat, made up a cedar
ring, and glued the three pieces together. He then re-turned the vase, and now has a nice
Olive vase with a Cedar band in the center. Nice save Dick! Keith Krebs brought in an
Australian Willow Bowl. He has friends who get him some of the strangest wood. Rich
Johnson showed us the five Olive turnings he prepared. One is a bowl with grooves cut in
about every ¼ inch. One Bowl has a ring of wood outside and a matching ring inside.
Some natural edge work and one, which is very thin had to be turned with the outside
supported by tape and tie-wraps to keep it from flying apart.

Again, Thanks to all for all the fine work.

Part 2 - President�s Challenge

We had a great turn out! Fifteen members entered seventeen weed pots. Lou Gonzalez and Chuck Jorgensen both entered
two. Lou Gonzalez showed us his creations, one that looked more like a mushroom pot than a weed pot and that’s what he

called it. Chuck Jorgensen showed his Apricot and unknown wood weed pots. He
was told “YEW know what wood that is”. The Thorson team (son & dad) showed
their Pauferro and mystery wood weed pots. Dave Auchard did a study in weed
pots. He made a series of small weed pots ranging in size from one inch to 6 inch
– seven in all.

Mike Rude took what was firewood, and made a set of three small natural bark
white Birch weed pots banded together as one assembly.

Don Bonnet made a very nice cherry weed pot and of course was asked what did
he used to finish it.  Don introduced us to MinWax Wood Sheen, and we refer to
it as his finish Rich Dege and others used Don’s finish.
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Gary Petrelli made a tall Walnut mushroom shaped weed pot with a nice leaf carving on the mushroom portion. Bob
Morelli made a nice Redwood Burl weed pot, what he called a Sake’ Pot.  Said it reminded him of a Sake’ bottle.

Marion Trentman showed us a very nicely done Redwood Burl weed pot. Marion had also turned a small wooden weed to
put in the pot. She said she used Bob Morelli method to turn a long very thin stem. Maybe one of these days, Bob can
show the rest of us how to do this.

Jesus Morales did he very special shellac color finish on his weed pot –
bright red with finishing touch of his Mexican wax. Ron Newcomb layered
seven different woods to make a banded weed pot.  He used what I think he
said was a “Auto” wax rubbing compound for a finish. John Walsh made a
nicely done segmented weed pot. He showed us one of the segmented rings
he made, many small triangle pieces of different woods. Now we came to
the last two! Rich Dege and the Pres. (Rich Johnson). Rich Dege turned a
double-ended Olive weed pot with a hollow base. It can be used as a weed
pot or as a tall goblet. Rich turned, and turned through the side of his work.
He brought it in to show us, when you push the envelope, you sometime go
too far, but it’s how you learn. Thanks to all for the fine work.

The Judging Results: First; Marion Trentman

Second; Chuck Jorgensen

Honorable Mention John Walsh

Part 3 -Staff Reports
Treasurer:  (Chuck Jorgensen)

We have 42 paid up members to date.

Vice President: (Ace Foster)

Speaker and Presenter for this evening program is none other
then Ace Foster. Program was about Ace’s use of veneer in
turnings. His comment that some of his wood was dryer that
a Treasurer’s report brought a colorful  response from
Chuck.

Secretary: (Rich Dege)

Have over 300 Brochures ready for this coming Home & Garden Show (March 5,6, & 7), Thanks to Ron Newcomb for
taking them there for opening day. Have most of Membership cards done, handed out about half at meeting. Thanks to
Craig Thorson for taking Club tri-fold hand out to Post Tool. I’ll print some more for CB Tool to hand out.

Part 4 - Committee Reports
Ways and Means: (Keith Krebs)

Lots of wood for the raffle. Thanks to Chuck Jorgensen, Jay Mueller, and Keith for the wood. A special raffle item was a
three tier lidded and painted box by Jesus Morales. Special Note! SVW will be hosting the next Home & Garden Show on
April 10,11, & 12.  We need help to setup and to take down at end of show, please see Keith.  There is also a Wood Show
in April.  Keith will be looking into this because CB Tools will be there. The Club may be asked to demo the Jet and
Powermatic Lathes again.

The Hat Man: (Dick Pickering)

We have some hats available! Only $10 each. The Club should have a picture logo in addition to SVW logo we now have.
Any ideas out there? Please let Dick know. Would like to have something in place before the Annual Club(s) picnic.
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Editor and Web Site Master: (Mike Rude)

Asked if anyone did not get the newsletter.  For members who were not at the meeting, and if you did not receive the
newsletter, please let Mike know. Special thanks are extended to Dave Auchard’s Mother for her article in February
newsletter.  If any member wishes to contribute a story about woodturning, please submit it to Mike.

Still working on the web site as time permits. Asking members to submit pictures of no more than two turnings per
member for Members Gallery Page.

Videos & Books:  (Dave Auchard)

We have two new books, Sandor Nagyszalanczy books on Dust Collection Systems and One of a kind Tools.  Expect to
have some new woodturning videos at next months meeting.

Club Safety:

Safety is a concern around power tools and especially when we demonstrate at Shows. There was a suggestion to have a
Safety Coordinator as a Club Staff Position.  This would be position appointed by the Club President. If this is to be Staff
Position, then we will need approval from the membership to create the new position. If this is to be a Committee
position, then we just need a volunteer.

Part 5 - Old Business
Collaborative Turning

For all the members working on this Project, please give Rich Dege your completed parts. At a future date, we’ll schedule
a Sawdust Session to assemble the Project. Some discussion on the meaning of the AAW’s 3feet x 3feet x 3feet rule. I
sent off a E-mail to AAW and the answer was; “the assembled project must fit in a three cubic box, three foot on a side, (3
x 3 x 3).” This is a problem for us, as the assembled project is taller then 3 feet.

Sandra Rude suggested that we could solve this problem by lowering the wheel into the base. After studying the drawings,
this looks like the solution!

If you are preparing a piece for the Project note that the drawings are not exactly to scale – use the measurements.

Part 6 - New Business
Lou Gonzalez reported on vendor paid ads in the Newsletter: The Cutting Edge and Packard Woodworks are sending
checks for a year’s advertising. He has given up on Klingspor responding to our request.

Thanks to Tom of CB Tools for copies of an article on Hollow Turning. Talked about possibly hosting one of the out of
state, out of county, presenters from the 13th Annual AAW Symposium coming this June. CB Tools offered to provide
their facilities for the Turning Demonstration. This would be after the Symposium is over. Suggestion, after some
discussion, was to ask Woody McMartin from New Zealand to demonstrate small box making, small end grain turning
and the making of a three legged stool all on the lathe. If this happens, we’ll need someone to “board” our guest while
he’s here.

Part 7 - Program
The program for this month was presented by Ace Foster. Ace presented his
techniques for veneer inlays in turnings.

He explained how he acquired a batch of veneer years ago and one day noticed
that the veneer thickness matched his bandsaw kerf width. Why not insert veneer
in this space he thought. Well that started his adventure into veneer inlaid turnings

Ace explained that he had began by using white glue for assembling these pieces,
but now uses Tightbond glue. He suggested that gentle curves are best to prevent
breaking the veneer (see photo below). Ace showed a number of examples of
technique for vases, plates, and bowls.
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Part 8 � Wood Shows

On March 5-7 the three local chapters of the AAW descended
on the San Mateo Fairgrounds for three days of spreading the
word of our existence and showing off some the finest turnings
in Northern California.

Under the new format each individual show is “sponsored” by
one of the clubs. The sponsoring club is then responsible for set
up and tear down as well as administration of the proceeds. The
Peninsula show was sponsored by The West Bay Woodturners
with Jim Laflin acting as show coordinator.

We were fortunate enough to have a position near the main entrance at the show and because of this we constantly had
people in our booth learning more about the clubs and purchasing our turnings. So much was purchased that a new record
in sales was set at over $3400.00!!

The next show is set for April 9-11 at the Santa Clara County Fairgrounds in San Jose with our club as the sponsoring
club. Super Lou Gonzales and his faithful companion Rich have volunteered to act as coordinators of the event. If you are
able to help with setup or tear down please see Lou or Rich. If you would like to attend the show and help in the booth or
show your turnings please contact Keith Krebs at 831-394-0487 or e-mail at kkrebs1@msn.com.

Part 9 - Next Month�s Program
Next month’s presentation will be by John Sauer (sp?). John will be presenting a slide show about ornamental turning.

The Bay Area Turnoff (Summer Picnic) Update

Sequoia Woodturners has just announced that things are coming together for this summers event. The date has been set
for Saturday, August 28 and we have a confirmed reservation for the Picnic and Park Area on the Fresno State Campus.
Ideal Saw Works has agreed to provide six new Jet Mini Lathes for the Turn Off and we have a club member that is
providing an additional mini lathe for the Egg Cup Races. Although a price has not been established yet, Ideal Saw Works
has offered to sell the six Mini Lathes at the end of the day at a discounted price.

Besides hosting the event this year and making arrangements for the lathes and refreshments, the Fresno group will have
Andy Jewett "The Village Woodwright" from Visalia on had with his Spring Pole Lathe to demonstrate how wood turning
was done "In the Days of Old".

They would like to try something new this year and that would be to provide a full Chicken & Tri-Tip Bar-B-Q lunch for
$5.00 a person. If there is enough interest they would love to do it. They would just need a head count one week in
advance.
SVW’s job is to help get the Door Prizes, we need help to call a number of Vendors/Suppliers for donations. Also need
someone to be the Chairperson to organize this 1999 Picnic and the Year 2000 Picnic, which we will host. Please see or
call Rich Johnson.

Bits and Pieces

q Two of our members are presenting at the AAW Symposium! Bob Morelli will demonstrate tools sharpening, while
Rich Johnson will demonstrate pin-chuck and vacuum chuck techniques.
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q We’ve heard that the annual Southern Lumber WoodFest show has been canceled for this year.

q The AAW is soliciting nominations for the board of directors. If you wish to be a nominee you should submit your
name for consideration. The details are in the American Woodturner.

q If you plan to attend the AAW symposium in Tacoma, why not bring one of your pieces for the Instant Gallery?

q The schedule for the future AAW symposiums has been announced:

· 2000 Charlotte, North Carolina

· 2001 Midwest

· 2002 Northeast

· 2003 West

q Here is the latest information regarding the demonstration schedule for Johannas Michaleson in June. Johannas
demonstrates the making of wooden full-size cowboy hats.(I’ve seen them and they are beautiful. MIke)

· June 24th Reno

· June 26th NorCal

· June 27th BAW

· June 29th Sequoia

q Mike Rude found that Costco sells prescription safety glasses as a very reasonable price. He bought a pair of bifocals
for only $68. Consider this a small expense to protect your very valuable eyes. Everyone should be wearing eye
protection while working on a lathe.

The Show and Tell items
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Vacuum Pump for Merryll Saylan

As a thank-you to Merryll Saylan for her presentation to SVW in January ‘99, Rich Johnson and Lou Gonzalez gave
Merryll a vacuum pump system for holding turnings on the lathe.  On April 29, a warm and sunny day, Rich and Lou
drove to Merryll’s workshop in San Rafael and presented her with the vacuum system.

The portion that goes in the headstock and carries the air to the pump, thus creating the vacuum, was the EZ Vacuum
Chuck provided by Brad Packard of Packard Woodworks.  Steve LaGrue of The Cutting Edge has sent us a faceplate for
Merryll’s new Oneway Lathe, but the lathe has not yet arrived. Thank you Brad and Steve.

Above left, Merryll checks out the controls, and at right, Rich and Merryll explore how the system works. Rich and
Merryll built a faceplate to hold the tubes used between the faceplate and the turning.

It was a warm and pleasant workshop.  Rich and Lou spent an all too-short hour talking and being with a wonderful
person and woodturner and are now exploring all excuses to go back.

Merryll’s pump and motor with control switch Vacuum control and gauge
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A Window to the Past of Paracho By Wenceslao Huendo Chávez

Preface: by Lou Gonzalez Fellow SVW member Jesus Morales brought the following article, originally written in
Spanish, to me.  It was written by one of his friends from Paracho, Mexico.  The village of Paracho is the birthplace of
Jesus/  It was there that he practiced the trade of Woodturner for 24 years before coming to the USA.  I agreed to
translate it into some form of English.

I have tried to keep the cadence, the imaginary, and the meaning as close as possible to the original. Therefore,
sometimes the sentence structure may not be correct English.  Sorry.

Those of you not familiar with the Latin culture, especially that of Mexico, may find the words sometimes too dramatic,
and maybe redundant. We Latins enjoy the theatrical, flamboyance in speech and dress, and the ornate in color and
woodturnings. With apologies to Mr. Chavez for errors, omissions, and wrong additions, here is the translation.

ËËËËËË

History does not record the ancient days in Old Paracho, a quite time that probably lasted for no more than 60
years.  During this time the men practiced the trade of travelling merchants, and the women dedicated
themselves to domestic chores and the care of the children.  The women were famous for their embroidering of
cotton cloth with rustic colorful threads.

Old Paracho, our ancient village, was moved to land donated by the neighboring villages of Aranza, Ahuiran,
and Quincero.  This new site was totally barren land, bordered on the east by the “Querhuata” forest; on the
south by the gigantic “Tarentzuran” mountain; on the west by the mountain point named “Mountain of Old
Paracho”; and on the north by a graceful hill, the remains of a dormant volcano, named “Guacuin”, or little bald
hill.

After this short historical version of the founding of the village which we proudly love, we want to mention
some aspects of the artisan growth in Paracho during the beginning of this century, which will soon end.

At the beginning of the century, along the long dusty roads shaded by pine trees, the Parachean artisans,
burdened by the weight of enormous backpacks, traveled from pueblo to pueblo.  On their backs they carried
guitars, musical rattles, and Chocolate stirring sticks. To village fairs and to the markets of the populous cities
they traveled.  Then, upon returning to their home, the walking merchant transformed, by laborious work, wood
into the articles of their trade. By the shade of trees in the quiet of his humble thatched cottage the artisan
became part of the concert of universal work.

Since then, Paracho, a pueblo in a corner of the State of Michoacan, with deep and colorful customs, invites
tourists to visit and see the many wonderful things it has to offer.

It is said, that as with the guitar, the work done on the lathe has developed so well technically that the result has
been to provide more and diverse work.

At the beginning of the century it was not common to see work done on a lathe.  This work was only done in the
communities of Cocuho and Tecoaltiche until for various reasons the lathe came to our pueblo.

Beyond doubt, the roots of our native industry are found in the Pre-Cortez industry of the pueblo of Trasco. An
overview is recorded in the galleries of our cultural museum where we find many aboriginal works that draw
our attention.  We note that every pueblo in the State has a local industry.  Many of these industries are so old
that they precede the Spanish conquest, while others where started by the first Spanish missionaries, especially
by the first Bishop, Don Vasco De Quiroga.

This worthy man gave to each pueblo a particular and official occupation.  He dedicated Santa Clara to
metalworking, Parangaricutiro to the weaving of blankets and quilts, Nahuatzen to the making of woolen cloth,
Uruapan and Cocupao (now named Quiroga) to the making of ladles and painted wooden trays, and Paracho to
the working of wood.  In this manner each pueblo had its own particular industry.
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From ancient times until today, Paracho has been inhabited predominantly by ethnic groups from Purepecha and
Tarasco. Nevertheless, it seems that the principle indigenous nucleus with which the pueblo of Paracho was
formed does not pertain to the Traraca race, rather it was a group of immigrants from Tecos and Tequechas,
Nahoa in origin, who came, according to tradition, from the banks of lake Chapala at a point near the pueblo of
Pajacuaran.  They were certainly fleeing the abuses of that fierce Nuño De Guzman Beltran.  (Translator’s note:
Quiroga, a Franciscan priest who sought to bring respect and a livelihood to the Indians, helped to get rid of
Beltran who was a tyrant enforcing the Spanish Inquisition for his own ends.  Later Quiroga was made a Bishop
and dedicated himself to helping the Indians.)

Paracho, like in all the pueblos in the mountains, conserves its traditional customs with enduring emotion. These customs
are the ancestral inheritance which generations bequeath to the young. like an integral part of their life’s progress.  Many
festivals are held and are marked with tradition.  The majority of these festivities have pre-colonial emphasis.  Others are
also included which were introduced during the colonization period and imprinted with changes and adaptations.  All
festivities are held in conjunction with religious ceremonies.

Woodturners of Paracho

1910

Notice the spindle being turned
with a bow and the gouge held in
the left hand.

In some instances the turner uses
his foot to push-pull the bow thus
leaving his hands free to control
the gouge.

Festivals are held in Paracho to commemorate the introduction of the lathe by the people of Cocucho..

This is a photograph taken in 1924 at the festival of the song and the dance held in Paracho honoring the
introduction of the lathe, the guitar, and the art of weaving.

Maria Caro is the  actress weaving, and Chuchi Castauecda is the turner.
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Calendar of Upcoming Events

April 7 SVW meeting

April 9-11 San Jose Home & Garden Show, Santa Clara County Fairgrounds, San Jose

April 30 – May 1 & 2 The Wood Show in Pleasanton. Keith is trying to negotiate that we can sell turning at
this show.

May 27-29 Utah Woodturning Symposium in Provo, Utah

June 18-20 AAW 1999 Symposium in Tacoma, Washington

August 28 Annual Bay Area WoodturnersTurnoff and Picnic, Fresno

September H & G Show San Mateo

November Woodworkers Show San Mateo

Remember Sawdust sessions are held on the non-meeting Wednesday nights at Rich Johnson’s studio. Join us for
informal talk, techniques, and practice.

A view of a woodworker’s shop in Paracho in 1948

Above right is a picture taken in 1956 when the
“modern” lathe was introduced to Paracho by the people
of Tecoaltish and Enleñaron.  These lathes were now
powered by electric motors.

This is the same type of lathe that our SVW member,
Jesus Morales, uses to create his beautiful candlesticks
and spindles.
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ITEMS FOR SALE
q Jet 12/36 lathe in great shape $350.00. Call Keith Krebs at 831-394-0487 or e-mail at kkrebs1@msn.com
q "Carbatec" clone mini lathe. Great for pens and small projects. Call Keith Krebs as above.
q Set of COLE jaws for a Nova chuck. $50. Contact Rich Johnson

ITEMS WANTED

q Used 4-jaw chuck.  Oneway, Nova, or similar for 1” x 8 tpi Call Mike Walsh at 408-448-6007.

RON NEWCOMB
  * Kiwi Tools- Guaranteed woodturning tool

* Sandpaper - Eagle brand Wet or Dry
  * 3M Sanding Sponges - 120 to 1500 grit

1.510.797.6665, ronwoodart@aol.com, or see Ron at club meetings

For woodturning tools made to your specifications, call
Bob DiVita at 1.408.252.6369.

Specialist in faceplates, tool rests, pin chucks, gouges,
scrapers, lathe modifications, sanding tools, and

miniature tools for small bowls and vessels.

CLUB OFFICERS FOR 1999

President: Rich Johnson: 408-531-1307
Vice-President: Ace Foster: 408-338-4260
Treasurer: Chuck Jorgenson 408-225-6785
Secretary: Rich Dege 408-272-8122
Editor: Mike Rude 408-258-7000
Show Coordinator: Keith Krebs 831-394-0487
Ways and Means: Keith Krebs 831-394-0487

Sawdust Sessions

If you have a question about woodturning or would
like to try your hand at something new, come to a
Sawdust Session.  There is no preset agenda.  The
sessions are held at Rich Johnson’s studio on those
Wednesdays when a general meeting is not held.
Sessions start at 7:00 PM.

Rich’s studio is at 2742 Aldworth Dr. in San Jose.
From Hwy 101 go east on Tully Rd.  Go past
Capital, past White, till you get to Flint.  Make a
right turn at Flint, and go 3 blocks to San Saba.
Turn left, and go to the end, where San Saba meets
Aldworth and you are there.
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